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ABSTRACT
Irregularly sampling a spatially stationary random field does not
yield a graph stationary signal in general. Based on this observa-
tion, we build a definition of graph stationarity based on intrinsic
stationarity, a less restrictive definition of classical stationarity. We
introduce the concept of graph variogram, a novel tool for measuring
spatial intrinsic stationarity at local and global scales for irregularly
sampled signals by selecting subgraphs of local neighborhoods.
Graph variograms are extensions of variograms used for signals
defined on continuous Euclidean space. Our experiments with in-
trinsically stationary signals sampled on a graph, demonstrate that
graph variograms yield estimates with small bias of true theoretical
models, while being robust to sampling variation of the space.
Index Terms— Graph Stationarity, Intrinsic Stationarity, Vari-
ogram, Empirical Variogram
1. INTRODUCTION
Stationarity is a key characteristic used to describe random signals
in both signal processing and geostatistical literature. In practice,
the most common flavor of stationarity is second order stationarity,
which assumes both first and second order moments statistics ex-
ist and are invariant under arbitrary spatial displacements or time
shifts [1]. Stationary signals are characterized in the spectral do-
main by uncorrelated frequencies, so that they can be analyzed and
processed using the Power Spectrum Density (PSD) [2]. These sta-
tistical assumptions allow for a wide range of applications where the
signal measured is assumed stationary, such as ARMA models [3]
or optimal filtering of noise (Wiener filters) [2].
Geology, atmospheric science, ecology, among other disciplines
that require data collection from different spatial locations, often use
stationarity [4]. In particular, spatial stationarity is appealing here
as it conveys information about the random signal defined over a
Euclidean space.
Our objective is to build a definition of stationarity for signals
defined on graphs, that features consistent descriptions of the ran-
dom signal we observe, irrespective of how we sample continuous
space.
Recent contributions to extending stationarity to graph signals
have considered both global [5–8] and local [9, 10] definitions of
graph stationarity. The former is summarized as second order graph
stationarity characterized by uncorrelated spectral components lead-
ing to a straightforward definition of graph PSD [6]. In the vertex
domain, these signals are invariant through graph translation [6, 11],
hence directly extending the framework of second order stationarity
for Euclidean domains using the graph translation instead of a spatial
shift. Unfortunately, in this context of sampled Euclidean domains,
relating the graph Fourier transform to the continuous Fourier trans-
form is not an easy task, with the closest result being an asymptotic
relation between graph Fourier modes and continuous Fourier modes
when the number of sampled vertices grows to infinity [12]. An im-
portant consequence of this observation is that the graph translation
does not easily relate to a spatial shift, or diffusion operator, in the
continuous domain.
To lift the difficulty of extending the shift operator for Euclidean
domains to a sensible operator on graph signals, we propose to leave
the definition of second order stationarity and work with intrinsic
stationarity of random fields defined over Euclidean domains.
Intrinsic stationarity is tightly linked to the variogram, and its
empirical equivalent, which allows us to measure spatial correla-
tions for different sized neighborhoods of nodes on both local and
global scales. More precisely, instead of extending shifts and PSD,
we propose a new measure of spatial stationarity for random sensor
network signals defined over an irregular graph domain: The graph
variogram.
Our proposed graph variogram extends the original variogram
by combining graph structure with distance information between
pairs of vertices. More generally, for a given graph structure, lo-
cal graph variograms can be computed by selecting local subgraphs
corresponding to local neighborhoods. Using these subgraphs, we
are able to finely measure the local dependence of sample correla-
tion with distance.
Finally, averaging the local dependence of sample correlation
with distance over all these local subgraphs yields our graph vari-
ogram. A major benefit of this definition is its robustness to variation
of the sampling used to measure the continuous signals of interest
through the use of distances between samples: the graph variogram
provides consistent descriptions of spatial stationary signals, even
with nonuniform samples.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we
review and compare definitions of stationarity from signal process-
ing and geostatistics. We then describe the graph signal processing
framework and graph stationarity in Sec. 3, and our definition of the
graph variogram and its properties in Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5 illus-
trates our contribution on synthetic examples.
2. BACKGROUND ON STATIONARITY
2.1. Second Order Stationarity
For continuous spatial models, we denote the random field defined
at any particular spatial location s ∈ Rd as X(s). The collection of
spatial data from observations of the random field at a subset of N
locations D ⊂ Rd can be represented as a vector x ∈ RN , where
xi = X(si), ∀si ∈ D. For sensor network applications we use
either D ⊂ R2 (d = 2) or D ⊂ R3 (d = 3).
In practice, second order or wide sense stationarity is an assump-
tion used for modelling spatial datasets. Second order stationarity
describes a random field whose first and second order moments exist
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and are both invariant under spatial displacements ∀s,h ∈ Rd:
E
[
X(s)
]
= µ, (1)
C(s + h, s) = cov
[
X(s + h), X(s)
]
= C(h). (2)
C(·) in (2) is called the autocovariance function. A second order
stationary random field whose autocovariance function C(h) only
depends on the magnitude of the displacement vector, ||h|| = h is
called isotropic.
2.2. Intrinsic Stationarity
The previous definition of stationarity is more commonly found in
the signal processing literature. Instead, researchers in geostatis-
tics focus on the first and second order moment of the difference
X(s + h)−X(s), rather than X(·). Past work has shown that in-
trinsic stationarity is a less restrictive form of stationarity than sec-
ond order stationarity [13]. An intrinsic stationary random field [4]
satisfies the following relations ∀s,h ∈ Rd:
E
[
X(s + h)−X(s)] = 0 (3)
2γ(s + h, s) := var
[
X(s + h)−X(s)] = 2γ(h) (4)
where the quantity 2γ(·) is known as the variogram. 2γ(·) mea-
sures the variance of the difference between two random field val-
ues at two corresponding locations separated by lag displacement
h. Moreover, if the variogram of the intrinsically stationary random
field only depends on ||h|| = h, it is called isotropic.
An interesting connection can be made between the covariance
function and the variogram for a second order stationary random
field. Assuming (1) and (2), the variogram evaluated at spatial lo-
cations s + h and s verifies [4]:
2γ(s+h, s) = E
[
X(s+h)2
]
+ E
[
X(s)2
]− 2E[X(s+h)X(s)]
= 2
[
C(0)− C(h)], (5)
which in fact proves that any second order stationary random field
inherits intrinsic stationarity. The converse, however, is not verified,
with Wiener–Levy processes as simple counter–examples [13].
2.3. Variogram & Empirical Variogram
The original variogram for signals defined over continuous space
was first introduced in 1963 [14]. Letting X(s) be the random field
evaluated at a particular location s of a geometrical region V , one
calculates the variogram for displacement h as follows:
2γ(h) =
1
|V |
∫∫∫
V
[
X(s + h)−X(s)]2ds. (6)
In order to calculate (6), all possible pairs of points differing by
the exact displacement h would be sampled. Since it is impossi-
ble to sample at all pairs of spatial locations, empirical variograms
are computed instead using a finite, discrete set of spatial positions
in Euclidean space.
In practice, we are also limited to a finite number of realizations
of the random field. An empirical measure of the variogram using
data obtained at a discrete set of spatial positions {si}i under the
constant mean assumption is the following empirical variance:
2γˆ(h) =
1
|N(h)|
∑
(si,sj)∈N(h)
(
X(si)−X(sj)
)2 (7)
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Nr(h, sk)
Fig. 1. Illustration of Nr(h; sk). Dashed lines indicate pairs of sen-
sors that would be excluded in empirical isotropic local variogram
calculations. Solid lines indicate pairs of sensors that would be in-
cluded. Circle defines window‘s localization with respect to node k.
where N(h) = {(si, sj) : si − sj ≈ h, ∀si, sj ∈ D}. When data
are irregularly sampled from Euclidean space, the variogram is usu-
ally smoothed by using pairs with displacement vectors within some
tolerance region described by si − sj ≈ h [4].
2.4. Empirical Local Variogram
The empirical variogram shown in (7) is used to measure spatial
variations on a global scale for displacement h. Two additional sep-
arate hypotheses can be incorporated into an empirical variogram:
isotropy and approximation using local neighborhoods [15]. Under
the isotropic assumption, let N(h) denote the set of pairs of spatial
locations (si, sj) ∈ D such that si is approximately at distance h
from sj. For most applications in geostatistics, the variogram de-
fined in (6) is an increasing function of distance h, since for many
applications, the farther both samples of the random field are from
one another, the more they differ on average [14].
More precisely, we can study heterogeneous spatial variations
using local neighborhoods. We define Nr(h; sk) = {(si, sj) | ||si−
sj|| ≈ h, ||si − sk|| ≤ r, ||sj − sk|| ≤ r, ∀si, sj ∈ D}. Fig. 1 illus-
trates how Nr(h; sk) would look like for a sensor network modeled
using a graph structure.
Using these two hypotheses, an empirical isotropic local vari-
ogram at spatial location sk will have a similar form to that of shown
in previous work [15]:
2γˆ(h; sk) =
1
|Nr(h; sk)|
∑
(si,sj)∈Nr(h;sk)
[
X(si)−X(sj)
]2 (8)
The empirical isotropic local variogram in (8) can be interpreted
as a local unweighted average of squared differences between val-
ues of X(·) at (si, sj) ∈ Nr(h; sk). A generalization of (8) using
weighting function W(si, sj;h; sk) and a corresponding normaliza-
tion term W(h; sk) is shown in [15]:
W(si, sj;h; sk) = wh(||si − sj|| − h)wsk (||si − sk||)
× wsk (||sj − sk||) (9)
W(h; sk) =
∑
i,j
W(si, sj;h; sk) (10)
where wh(·) is a window that describes the tolerance region and
wsk (·) defines the neighborhood of sk. This yields the generalized
variogram:
2γˆ(h; sk) =
∑
i,j
W(si, sj;h; sk)
W(h; sk)
[
X(si)−X(sj)
]2 (11)
The variogram formulation in (11) is equivalent to that of in (8) when
wh(·) and wsk (·) are binary valued (0-1) decreasing functions.
3. BACKGROUND ON GRAPH SIGNAL PROCESSING
3.1. Fundamentals & Notation
Following the GSP literature [16, 17], we model sensor networks as
undirected graphs G(V,E) with a vertex set consisting of N nodes.
The adjacency matrix of the graph is denoted as A ∈ RN×N . If
nodes i and j are connected through an edge weighted by wij , then
Aij = Aji = wij . In the context of sensor networks, i ∈ V rep-
resents the ith sensor, and xi denotes the value of the random field
X(·) at the ith sensor’s position si. For all N sensors, we define our
graph signal as x ∈ RN . The Euclidean distance between the ith and
j th sensors is denoted as dij = ||si − sj||.
There exist multiple ways to construct edge weights wij to
model local neighborhood relationships between data points [18].
We use here a fully connected graph by linking all nodes with edges
weighted by a Gaussian kernel of the Euclidean pairwise distances
wij = exp(−d2ij/2σ2). Alternatively, one can also reduce the num-
ber of edges by connecting the K-nearest neighbors to each vertex,
with weights given by a Gaussian kernel. Given a fixed adjacency
matrix A, the combinatorial or unnormalized graph Laplacian ma-
trix is defined as L = D−A, where D is a diagonal degree matrix
verifying Dii =
∑
j wij . Conventional methods in graph signal
processing use the eigenvectors of L to define the graph Fourier
transform (GFT) [16, 17].
3.2. Graph PSD and Graph Stationarity
It is worthwhile to study how past contributions to graph stationar-
ity using the graph PSD describe intrinsic stationary signals. Fully
connected, uniformly and nonuniformly spaced graph structures are
generated as shown in Fig. 2a Fig. 2b , respectively. For both sam-
pling schemes, we compute spectral autocorrelation matrices and
graph PSDs using 1000 graph signal realizations. Comparing Fig. 2c
with Fig. 2d, we observe that even though the signals are spatially
stationary, the graph PSD is far from being consistent across realiza-
tions.
4. SPATIAL STATIONARITY USING GSP
4.1. Relating the Variogram to the Graph Laplacian
In the context of sensor networks, we have direct access to pairwise
distances between nodes, which allows us to introduce the concept
of the variogram.
For our problem formulation we use the graph Laplacian
quadratic form of a graph signal x:
xTLx =
1
2
N∑
i,j=1
wij
[
xi − xj
]2
=
∑
(i,j)∈E
wij
[
xi − xj
]2
, (12)
where xTLx measures squared differences of random field values
across all edges (i, j) ∈ E. For constant equal weights wij = 1,
this quadratic form measures the variation of the graph signal on a
global-scale.
Comparing (11) and (12), we see that the empirical isotropic lo-
cal variogram, 2γˆ(h; sk), is a valid graph Laplacian quadratic form.
More precisely, the normalized weights W(si,sj;h;sk)
W(h;sk)
play the same
role as that of wij in (12). Computing the generalized empirical
isotropic local variogram is therefore equivalent to computing the
quadratic form (12) for a graph Laplacian matrix that best describes
Nr(h; sk).
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Fig. 2. Left column uniform sampling. Right column nonuniform
sampling. (a)-(b) Intrinsically stationary signal in Euclidean space
with γ(h) = 1 − exp ( − h
0.2
)
and sampled on the graph vertex
locations. (c)-(d) empirical graph PSD as a function of normalized
graph frequency, λ. Note that for both sampling schemes high cor-
relations for short distances (γ(0) = 0) lead to low energy in the
higher spectrum since higher graph frequencies correspond to large
variations on edges with large weights.
4.2. Defining Nr(h; sk) on a Graph
Though they are similar, the key difference between (11) and (12) is
that edge weights wij in (12) correspond to arbitrary distances. This
motivates the need to bin distances in order to make (12) closely
match the definition of the empirical isotropic variogram in (11).
This amounts to creating a different Laplacian for each (h, sk).
To make (12) match more closely with (11), we first define a
new adjacency matrix A∆h , that assigns zero weights to edges with
corresponding distance length outside prespecified bin width toler-
ance range ∆h := (h − δ2 , h + δ2 ). This reduces to applying an
elementwise binary operator on the original adjacency matrix. For
any pair of nodes (i, j):
[A∆h ]i,j =
{
1, dij ∈ ∆h
0, dij /∈ ∆h (13)
The corresponding graph Laplacian L∆h is calculated from A∆h .
Suppose out of all pairs of nodes, the maximum distance is
dmax. ∆h is therefore contained within (0, dmax). We propose
here to break the interval (0, dmax) into H mutually disjoint inter-
vals {∆h}Hh=1 to obtain corresponding Laplacians {L∆h}Hh=1. We
will study alternative binning methods in a future communication.
By this stage, using the isotropic assumption we have built the nec-
essary tools to compute the global variogram shown in (7).
Alternatively, we can compute the generalized empirical local
variogram shown in (11). To do so, we use non-binary windows
centered on vertex k decaying with distance to k. We propose using
a graph signal gk ∈ RN localized at node k, to play the role of a
local window in the vertex domain. Using gk to modify our previous
adjacency matrix in (13), we write A(∆h,k):
A(∆h,k) = GkA∆hGk with Gk = diag
(
gk
)
(14)
The normalization constant that would be analogous toW (h; sk)
in (10) is accounted for by computing the quadratic form of the de-
gree matrix D(∆h,k):
W(∆h,k) = 1
TD(∆h,k)1 (15)
Here D(∆h,k) accounts for degree variations as a function of both
∆h and k.
4.3. Graph Variogram
We can now proceed with writing our final expression for calculat-
ing the GSP-based empirical isotropic local variogram. We call this
quadratic form the graph local variogram 2γG, where 2γG(∆h, k)
defines an empirical local variogram relative to center node k ∈ V
with respect to distance bin ∆h:
2γG(∆h, k) = 2
xTL(∆h,k)x
1TD(∆h,k)1
(16)
where L(∆h,k) = D(∆h,k) −A(∆h,k). 2γG(∆h, k) is undefined
whenever the neighborhood described by (∆h, sk) is empty. The 2
in the r.h.s. of (16) is included to account for the quadratic Laplacian
form in (12) using each edge only once, whereas the original vari-
ogram in (11) counts each edge twice. We further define the graph
global variogram as the average over vertices of the graph local var-
iogram:
2γG(∆h) =
1
N
N∑
k=1
2γG(∆h, k) (17)
2γG(∆h) measures spatial variations on a global scale for given ∆h.
Finally, we propose the following definition of intrinsic global graph
stationarity:
Definition: (Intrinsic Global Graph Stationarity) A signal x de-
fined over G(V,E) is intrinsically stationary if and only if
E
[
γG(∆h, k)
]
= E
[
γG(∆h)
]
, ∀k ∈ V (18)
Intuitively, this definition states that no matter the center vertex
k, the local graph variogram is the same.
5. RESULTS
To validate the definition of the global variogram, we now perform
experiments showing closeness to the theoretical true variogram.
More precisely, we compute realizations of an intrinsic stationary
field with an isotropic true variogram 2γ(h). Simultaneously, we
generate an independent sampling of the field for each realization
of the isotropic model with the goal of showing robustness to both
sources of noise. Both uniform and non-uniform samplings (see
Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b) have been used within a square grid defined
by {∀(x, y) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1} as shown in the
following set of figures, which were generated using GraSP [19].
We build the original graphs using two schemes: fully connected
and sparse using K-nearest neighbors (K =100). In both cases, the
edge weights are chosen using a Gaussian kernel of the Euclidean
distance with parameter σ = 0.05.
Each of the four cases allows us to compute covariance matri-
ces Σx for our graph signals defined at N = 500 spatial locations.
Using these covariance matrices, we generate 1000 realizations of
isotropic intrinsically stationary graph signals as x ∼ N (0,Σx)
and compute empirical averages and standard deviations of the em-
pirical global graph variogram. In this section, we are interested in
global graph variograms and therefore use gk = 1. We leave the
study of local variograms and different gk for future work.
From Fig. 3 we observe higher variance in empirical global var-
iogram measures for edge sets ∆j corresponding to longer distance
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Fig. 3. Left column uniform sampling. Right column nonuniform
sampling. (a)-(b) Statistics of global variogram using 1 fully con-
nected graph and 1000 signal realizations according to γ(h) =
1− exp (− h
0.2
)
. (c)-(d) Statistics of global variogram using a sin-
gle 100-nearest neighbor graph and 1000 signal realizations. There
is a shorter support for the global variogram in the uniform sampling
scheme since KNN removes most samples across longer distance
ranges for uniform structures than it does for the nonuniform struc-
ture. (e)-(f) Statistics of global variograms over 100 fully connected
graphs each with 1000 signal realizations.
intervals ∆h. Due to the fact that the spatial range of our nodes
is limited, |N(h; sk)| decreases with increasing h. However, com-
paring and contrasting Fig. 3a with Fig. 3b as well as Fig. 3c with
Fig. 3d, we obtain estimates of the true semivariogram model γ(h)
with small bias, regardless of the node spatial distribution. Fig. 3e
and Fig. 3f both show low variance and bias of global variograms
across 100 realizations of graph structures.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This work extends the concept of the variogram to stochastic sig-
nals defined over Euclidean spaces. Experiments involving intrinsi-
cally globally stationary theoretical semivariogram models suggest
that the global variogram renders consistent statistical measures ir-
respective of uniform/nonuniform spatial graph structure. Overall,
this contribution best served to provide an alternative perspective on
graph stationarity for a new class of stochastic graph signals and al-
lows for a definition of shift invariance in the vertex domain that
matches that of the Euclidean domain. Future work will include
more variogram models, more complex windowing operations, and
distance binnings. Finally, we are looking into defining a local sta-
tionarity test according to the local graph variogram definition as
well as performing variogram analysis using graph filters.
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